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WELCOME MESSAGE FROM THE EDITOR 
 
Dear All, 
 
With immense pleasure and privilege, on behalf of the editorial team, I extend warm 
welcome to the readership on Launch of our inaugural, Peer Reviewed Open Access Online 
Parul University Journal of Health and Research (PUJHSR). I also take this opportunity to 
thank Editors, Authors and anonymous reviewers, who have volunteered to contribute to the 
success of this event. 
 
We know that last two years, we experienced the most horrific pandemic which brought 
down the entire world to a grinding halt.  It not only had economic impact but it also took 
psychological toll of many. With over millions deaths due to COVID 19, the infectious 
disease took the centre stage in health once again. During this period of inertia the scientific 
community was not standing still. Thanks to those hundreds of scientists who worked 
relentlessly, even sometime putting their health and life at risk, to search an efficacious 
vaccine to fight this battle with invisible enemy. 
 
I would like to thank all the teachers who were grappling with new online education 
modalities. Every teacher, especially the senior ones, had hard time getting adapted to online 
teaching. Now it sounds funny when we remember the way the on-line classes were 
conducted from home. We could see the cluttered rooms and other family members walking 
inside during the class. We used to ask students, “Am I audible or could you see the screen!” 
all the time. We sailed safely through that difficult time. The world is gaining momentum 
once again and people are discussing new things.  
 
Parul University Journal of Health and Research (PUJHSR) is Bi-annual, Peer reviewed open 
access ONLINE journal in the field of Health sciences. The journal welcomes scientific 
community from the field of Medicine, Pharmacy, Homeopathy, Ayurved, Physiotherapy, 
nursing and Allied Health science to submit their valuable research articles for publication. 
The journal will cover original Research articles, case reports/ case studies/Case series, 
Review articles (Including short Review), Letters to the editor and Short communications. 
 
Every publication will undergo strict review and articles with scientific / Study value will be 
given preference. The journal’s editorial board strongly believes to provide science-driven, 
peer-reviewed articles conforming to the strict international processes and editorial standards 
expected by the scientific community.  

I thank the management and my colleagues for electing me for this post. We, the editorial 
team, will put in the best of the efforts to initiate and perpetuate this work of scientific 
exchange. 

Once again I welcome you all to this journal – our journal! With your support as authors, 
reviewers, and editors, I see very bright prospects for PUJHSR to serve science and the 
scientific community even better in the future.  

We welcome your feedback! 
 
Prof. Dr Anant Marathe.  
Editor-in-Chief 


